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1 Quick Start
Shortwave & Amateur Radio Log started in 1988 and still has documentation like programs did in the
1980s and 1990s! (Remember those huge books for Microsoft Word or Excel?) This document contains
a plethora of details. Admittedly there may actually be too much detail and explanation in this document.
The following are the main steps that are necessary to install and run Shortwave & Amateur Radio Log
without the boring details.
•

Run the Shortwave & Amateur Radio Log installation program.

•

The installation program will download and install all prerequisites. Thus Internet connectivity is
necessary.

•

Upon first running of the program, it will be detected that no database exists and a prompt to
create new database will be given. For upgrades, the existing database will be detected.

•

The program will exit after the database has been created. Run the Shortwave and Amateur
Radio program again, essentially for the first time.

•

On the first time running the program, the Settings menu will be displayed. Configure as desired.
Some settings may not take effect until the program is restarted.

•

If the application has been licensed, install the license file via the Application menu (i.e. the little
menu in the top-left of the form).

The installation and configuration process can take place in as little as 5-10 minutes in order to run
everything on a single Windows 11 PC. To have multiple PCs access the database or to setup a web
server for remote logging and radio control, see the details in this document.

2 Overview
Shortwave & Amateur Radio Log is a suite of applications that provides for the logging of amateur and
shortwave stations as well as the control of various radios over traditional serial ports and network
connections. This application does not directly control SDR receivers as programs like SDR-Console,
SDR#, SDR++, SpectraVue, sodiraSDR, and others do just a wonderful job. Where those SDR
applications provide a serial port interface (e.g. SDR-Console and SDR# with the included serial port
plug-in), Shortwave & Amateur Radio Log can connect to the SDR application for remote control,
essentially in a daisy-chain scenario.
Shortwave & Amateur Radio Log started in 1988, was released in 1990, and appears to be the oldest,
continuously maintained program of its type. While originally focused on just shortwave logging, the
program now includes support for broadcasts (e.g. AM and FM), longwave beacons, utility stations, and
amateur radio.
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Figure 1- The original MS-DOS version of SWLog from 1990 and with a Y2K issue! The good, ol' days of MS-DOS.
And it still runs fine under DOSBox!

2.1 Features
•

Logging of shortwave broadcasts; can also be used for longwave, AM/mediumwave, &c.

•

Logging of amateur radio QSOs
o

Club Log integration

o

HamQTH integration

o

PSKReporter integration

o

QRZ integration

o

ADIF 3.1.2 import/export

o

eQSL.cc upload/download

o

Remote logging via UDP for ADIF and N1MM ContactInfo formats

•

QSL management

•

Propagation calculator

•

Sunrise/Sunset calculator

•

Integration with NOAA for solar weather conditions and alerts

•

Web-based control of radios
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2.2 Dual Logging Databases
One of the challenges with both Shortwave & Amateur Radio Logging is that, while both deal with radios,
the requirements are quite disparate. Trying to shoehorn one type of log into another is never fully
adequate. Thus Shortwave & Amateur Radio Log has two types of logs – one for shortwave (or
broadcast or utilities) and one for amateur radio. It is akin to the old McDonald's McDLT from the 1980s the hot stays hot and the cool stays cool!

2.3 External Databases and Schedules
Key to any logging program is the ability to reference external databases and program schedules to make
logging easier and more accurate. The following databases and schedules are directly supported:
•

Association of German DX Listeners (ADDX)

•

AOKI/Nagoya DXers Circle Frequency List

•

Canadian Amateur Radio

•

ClassAxe Non-Directional Beacon List

•

ClubLog.org

•

DRM Schedules

•

EIBI Comprehensive Shortwave Broadcasting Schedule

•

eQSL.cc

•

FCC AM Engineering Schedule

•

FCC Amateur Radio

•

FCC HF Seasonal Operating Schedule

•

FCC FM Engineering Schedule

•

HamQTH.com

•

HFCC Frequency Tables

•

ILGRadio Frequency Tables

•

Mesa Mike's List of USA AM Band Radio Stations

•

QRZ.com

•

SWSkeds Shortwave Schedules

•

Wikipedia for European MW Stations (called EuroWiki in the program)

2.4 Applications in the Suite
2.4.1 SWLog Desktop Logging
Shortwave & Amateur Radio Log (henceforth referred to simply as SWLog or the main program) is a
logging program that is split into amateur and shortwave types. The shortwave section can easily be
used to log other types of radio broadcasts such as AM/mediumwave, FM, beacons, &c. It is a traditional
Windows desktop application.
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Figure 2 - Adding a Shortwave (Broadcast) log

Figure 3 - Showing a propagation prediction
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Figure 4 - Showing the last two full solar cycles

Figure 5 - Amateur logs groups by country and showing a QSL card
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Figure 6 – Shortwave logs in a timeline view

Figure 7 - Analysis of amateur logs, showing all MFSK/FT4 logs
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Figure 8 - Playing an audio recording from a log

2.4.2 Shortwave Log Light
Shortwave Log Light is a very simple front-end for adding new logs and viewing logs with or without any
connection to the underlying database. This makes it ideal to have installed on a secondary computer,
like a notebook that is used for travel or even a business-owned notebook. When running without any
connection to the underlying SQL Server database, the application saves logs to an XML file. That XML
file is then imported into the main SWLog application.
Shortwave Log Light also can connect directly to the SQL Server database too. When directly connected
to the SQL Server, Shortwave Log Light will view and add logs in real-time. Note that connectivity is via a
SQL Server account.
Shortwave Log Light supports the adding of shortwave logs. It could be expanded to add amateur radio
logs in the future.
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Figure 9 - Choosing whether to connect to the database or run standalone.

Because Shortwave Log Light has such light resources, it can be installed as a portable application in that
it does not require an installation process. To use Shortwave Log Light on another computer, simply copy
the folder from C:\Program Files\Shortwave and Amateur Radio Log\Shortwave Log Light.
A particular use case for using Shortwave Log Light would be to copy it on a memory stick and then using
it on a business trip with a work computer. Since it can run without any database connection and nothing
is installed on the work computer, one can still dynamically lookup stations and log. Upon returning
home, the offline logs can then be imported into the main logging program.

2.4.3 Radio Control Server
The Radio Control Server is a web-based application that controls radios and provides a RESTful web
interface to those radios. While the RESTful API is used by the Web Control server to control a radio, any
application can be used. For example, one can use PowerShell or Python to call the APIs. (All the cool
millennials use Python!)
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Figure 10 - The Swagger API documentation for the Radio Control Server
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Figure 11 - Calling the API with the Postman tool to set the frequency on the virtual radio

2.4.4 Web Control
Web Control is a web-based application that provides a user interface to control the radios and add new
logs. Supported clients include desktops, tablets, and phones. The back-end can run under Windows,
Linux x64, or Linux ARM (i.e. Raspberry Pi).

Figure 12 - The login page for Web Control
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Figure 13 - Controlling a radio via a traditional browser on a PC

Figure 14 - Viewing recent logs on an Android phone

2.4.5 RCSBridge (Radio Control Server Bridge)
RCSBridge is a plug-in for WiNRADiO radios that allows for control by the Radio Control Server. A full list
of supported commands is listed under the Advanced Topics section below.
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Figure 15 - The RCSBridge welcome dialog from within the WiNRADiO software

2.5 Eco System - Typical Configurations
The individual parts of the suite of applications are quite flexible in how they can be setup and configured.
These are the typical ways that the suite can be setup:

2.5.1 Single PC running Windows
❖ SQL Server runs locally
❖ SWLog runs locally
❖ Radio Control Server runs locally with the radios connected to local serial ports
❖ Web Control runs locally, allowing web-access to a phone or tablet

2.5.2 Multiple PCs running Windows on the Local Network
❖ SQL Server runs on a master PC
❖ Everything can be setup as in the prior section; the master PC has all of the applications setup on
it
❖ Additional copies of SWLog can be setup on other PCs (e.g. a notebook PC where the PC
running SQL Server is a more powerful desktop)

2.5.3 A Mix of Windows and Raspberry Pi or Linux
❖ SQL Server and the Windows suite of applications run on a master PC
❖ Radio Control Server runs on the Raspberry Pi (or a win-x64 Linux machine)
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3 Licensing
SWLog is offered as a free and a paid (i.e. licensed) version. The cost of the annual license is not
intended to make the author rich or to retire early, although it would admittedly amazing if millions of
copies were sold! The cost of server hosting, development tools, and test environments is non-trivial.
The hope is to help offset that cost.
The free version has most of the features of the registered version, with the following restrictions:
•

The number of logs that are manually added is limited to 10 per UTC day
o

The importing of shortwave logs or amateur logs is not affected by this limitation

•

Open Streets Maps is always used (i.e. no other choices for maps)

•

The Community, DRM, FCC HF Seasonal, HFCC, and ILGRadio databases are available for
shortwave station lookups

•

Support for the VOACAP propagation engine is disabled; however, the MicroMUF-84 engine is
fully functional

•

For Radio Control, sessions are limited to 30 minutes

•

Integrated lookups to QRZ.com are disabled

•

The groups.io forum is used for support

4 Linux
The Radio Control Server and the Web Control application are cross-compiled to run under x64 or ARM
variants of Linux (e.g. a Raspberry Pi). As with anything Linux-related, the setup and configuration is
overly complex and annoying. Details are provided in the TL/DR section of this document.
If a Raspberry Pi is used as a dedicated radio control and web server, it is recommended to use the light
version of Raspberry OS as the full desktop version is more resource intensive.
The Linux support that is provided in the SWLog suite is specifically tailored to control radios on a
Raspberry Pi, although a typical AMD/Intel-based Linux machine can also be used. The main SWLog
and Radio Control programs are Windows based and are not supported (or even tested) against Linux.
Given that SWLog and SQL Server Express are only moderately memory intensive, the best option for
the less than 0.9% of all visitors to the shortwavelog.com web site and who run Linux is to install and run
SWLog in a Windows virtual machine.

5 Installation
5.1 Application Installation
See the Quick Start section at the beginning of this document. Basically just run the installation program
and follow the steps.

5.2 SQL Server Installation
The installation package will automatically download and install Microsoft SQL Server, which is used as
the back-end database. The installation process does require some buttons to be pressed, but it is quite
straightforward.
The installation package also can automatically download and install Microsoft SQL Server Management
Studio (SSMS), which is a front-end tool for SQL Server that is useful for running queries and managing
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the database. SSMS is essentially a tool for power users and it is not strictly necessary. However, it is
quite nice and powerful. One of the key advantages of SWLog is that it stores all of its data in a relational
database, so it is quite extensible by allowing you to write and issue your own queries and create your
own reports.

6 Initial Startup
While administrative privileges are necessary to install some prerequisites, the regular running of the
applications should be as a regular user.

6.1 SWLog Application
6.1.1 Starting SWLog
The installation package terminates with an option to run the program. It is recommended to do so.
Otherwise the program is located in the Windows Start menu.

6.1.2 Running Database Update Scripts
For the first time after downloading a new version of SWLog, run the program on the same computer
where SQL Server has been installed. At first startup, the program will automatically create or upgrade
the database. Once the database has been installed or upgraded, the program will exit. Simply start it a
second time.
It is possible to run SWLog on a different computer from where SQL Server has been installed. The
Check Database program can be used to alter the connection string.

6.1.3 Changing the Default Values for Receiver & Listening Post (QTH)
Upon first starting SWLog, a default receiver and listening post (QTH) are created. To change the
description of these default settings, traverse the main menu to Database / Code Tables. It is not critical
to edit the names immediately as they can be edited at any time; however, it can be disconcerting to
create logs against values that are not correct.

Figure 16 - The default values for the receiver and listening post. They can be updated at any time.

To change the name of a receiver or listening post or to add new items, traverse the menu to Databases /
Maintenance / Code Values. Under this menu are several forms to edit the fields plus also

6.1.4 Loading Schedules
Before logging any stations, it is highly recommended to load the various program schedules. This can
be performed via the Databases/Shortwave/Import option in the menu. Some schedules can be
automatically downloaded and imported. Others require the schedule to be downloaded (typically a ZIP
file or a text file) to the PC. Then the file is selected to be imported.

6.1.5 Keyboard Shortcuts
The following shortcuts are in the main SWLog program:
[F1]
[F2]
[F3]

Help/Documentation
Shortwave, Broadcast, and Utility: Add New Log
Shortwave, Broadcast, and Utility: Browse Logs by ID, showing the last year
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[F4]
[F5]
[F6]
[F7]
[F8]
[F9]
[F10]
[Alt-S]

Shortwave, Broadcast, and Utility: Edit Logs, showing the last year
Amateur Radio: Add New Log (Complete)
Amateur Radio: Add New Log (Nimble Compact)
Amateur Radio: Add New Log (Nimble Expanded)
Amateur Radio: Browse Logs by ID, showing the last year
Amateur Radio: Edit Logs, showing the last year
Show Current Solar Weather Conditions (licensed users only)
Open the Settings form

6.2 Radio Control Server
6.2.1 Quick Start
A simplified process to configure and run the Radio Control Server can be found in the main SWLog
program under Utilities / Applications / Radio Control Server. This will configure one radio and setup
several presets (i.e. memories). To control more than one radio, follow the guidelines in the advanced
setup.

Figure 17 - The simplified configuration allows for a single radio to be quickly configured for remote access.
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6.2.2 Advanced Configuration and Setup
The advanced setup involves manually editing a JSON configuration file and launching the Radio Control
Server manually. This is useful to make specific changes or to support multiple radios on a single server.
•

Traverse into the Radio Control Server folder.

•

Copy the example radioControl01.json file to a name of your choosing, like myRadios.json or
such. Or leave it as radioControl01.json. The Radio Control Server can be run multiple times,
each on a separate TCP port, if desired.

•

Edit the new JSON file. Follow the instructions in the file. The file by default contains settings for
several radios. A typical usage would have just one or two.

•

Start by entering RadioControl.exe -c myRadios.json. N.B. a PowerShell script named
goRadioControlServer.ps1 has been added. Simply edit that script to point to the correct
name for the JSON file.

•

The application can then be verified by opening a browser and traversing to
http://localhost:port as defined in the config file. This will show the Swagger
documentation, which allows for low-level testing. For example, use the API to change the
frequency. If that works, then all is well!

•

Note that the Radio Control Server has a virtual radio. It's a dummy radio that is just a software
back end. However, it is quite useful for testing and debugging. For example, the virtual radio
supports changing frequencies and modes.

6.3 Web Control Application
6.3.1 Quick Start
A simplified process to run the web interface for both radio control and web-based entering of logs can be
found in the main SWLog program under Utilities / Applications / Web Control. In this quick start, two
accounts are defined. The first account is typically used by the host and has a longer period allowed for
remote control. The second account is typically use for a guest if the service is opened for remote
access.

6.3.2 Advanced Configuration and Setup
•

Traverse into the Web Control folder.

•

Edit the seedvalues.json file. Unlike the Radio Control Server application, this filename must
remain the same.

•

If a dynamicSeedValues.json file exists, delete it. That is the file that automatically created by
the simplified configuration form in the main logging program. It takes priority and will be
processed instead of the seedvalues.json file.

•

Note the comments in the file. The critical elements include having the correct URL for the Radio
Control Server and the account/password section. There is a default password for the admin
account. It can be used, but eventually should be changed.

•

Run by entering WebControl.Server.exe

•

Test by traversing to http://server:port
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7 Typical Usage Patterns
Once SWLog is installed and the various accounts and passwords have been setup, running and using
the suite can fall into the following patterns.

7.1 Shortwave / Broadcast / Utility
•

Periodically update the various schedules from the Databases / Schedules / Import menu. Each
schedule is published on an ad hoc basis. Generally updating the databases once per month
suffices.

•

Use the Logbook / Shortwave, Utility, and Broadcast / Edit form to import QSL cards

7.2 Amateur Radio
•

If importing QSOs from an external ADIF file, import the file.

•

Either enable automatic uploading of QSOs to the various services or manually upload the QSOs
to the various services.

•

Allow for a buffer of 5 or so minutes before starting to download QSO confirmations and
electronic QSL cards as some services, most notably QRZ and LoTW, can take several minutes
to process uploads.

•

Download the confirmations and QSLs from the various services.

8 Upgrading from Previous Versions
Upgrading from the previous version 6 is supported. The upgrade demigods should detect the swlog
database and upgrade the first time the ShortwaveLog.exe application is run. Unfortunately, the ability to
upgrade from the much older MS Access-based versions has been removed from the program. If you still
are using the MS Access-based version of SWLog from over 12 years ago, contact the author to see
what can be done.

9 Support
Support is provided via groups.io. To access the support forum, traverse to
https://groups.io/g/shortwavelog. Priority support is given to licensed users.
If anything has changed, see the https://shortwavelog.com web site for the latest information about
support.

10 Quick Bits
This section provides snippets on how to perform tasks in the application as well as answering some
frequency asked questions. To keep it quick, these are pointers and are not step-by-step instructions.

10.1 Overall Application Suite
10.1.1 Does SQL Server need to be installed on every computer?
Only one instance of SQL Server should be installed. Install SQL Server on the main computer (i.e. what
would be considered the server). If your home network has a server or VM that runs 24/7, SQL server
can run on that and all regular computers can just run the client programs and connect back to the SQL
Server.
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For a scenario where there is a main computer and more computers on the home network, when
installing SWLog do not install SQL Server. Before starting the application on the secondary computers,
use the Check Database application to first connect to SQL Server. It is almost certain that TCP/IP will
need to be enabled for remote access. There are specific details in a later section. Plus there are a
plethora of instructions on the web that detail how to enable TCP/IP for SQL Server.
For logging applications without SQL Server, use the Shortwave Log Light program. This saves its data
in an XML file, which can then be imported into the main logging program later.

10.2 Shortwave Log – the Main Logging Program
10.2.1 How is the Ribbon Bar minimized?
Double-click on a tab to minimize the ribbon bar or to maximize it.

10.2.2 How are the default Radios and Listening Posts (QTHs) changed? Do I need to change
them immediately?
When the database is first created, a default radio and listening post is created. This can be changed
under Databases / Maintenance / Code Values. The change can occur at any time. Once the radio or
listening post is renamed, it will be changed for all existing logs. Other radios or listening posts can be
created or made active or inactive here too.

10.2.3 What is the Difference between a Listening Post and QTH?
There is no difference. They’re called Listening Posts for shortwave, broadcast, and utility logs and the
traditional QTH for amateur radio logs. They are exactly the same as far as the program and data is
concerned.

10.2.4 Where are Audio Clips, QSL Cards, &c. stored?
While the data elements are stored in the database, external files such as audio clips, QSL cards, solar
weather data, &c. are stored outside of the database in the Documents\W4RLS\Shortwave Log folder.

10.2.5 Why are the names of stations or locations different?
The short answer is essentially garbage-in, garbage-out. There are nearly 1,000 edits in the program to
attempt to standardize names and locations, but each shortwave schedule author names things his own
way. That is why the list might contain BBC, BBC Worldservice, and BBC World Service.

10.2.6 When browsing the shortwave or amateur logs, what is the ID column?
Each log is automatically assigned a unique identifier. For these tables, the unique identifier is an integer.
In database-speak, the ID is a surrogate key. It is guaranteed to be unique, but not necessarily in
sequence; however, the IDs will continually increase in value. Thus the ID column can be used to see the
logs in the order that they have been added to the database, regardless of the date/time of the log.
SQL Server allocates and caches IDs in blocks of 1000. The management of these blocks is purposely
loose in that gaps in the IDs will occur. That is how the database is designed. (In your author’s
experience in business, some customers become extremely upset about this.) This is why the current ID
might be 2827, yet there are only 2672 logs.
Again, the ID column shows the logs in the order that they were added to the database. But the
sequence will have gaps. Just smile, nod, and move on!

10.3 Shortwave Log Light
10.3.1 What is the purpose of this application?
Shortwave Log Light is a stripped-down version of the main program. It does not use a database, but
reads and stores its data in XML files. Because there is no database server and because its functionality
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is so streamlined, it can be used on a computer or thumb drive. A use case is for Shortwave Log Light to
be used on a work PC for a business trip. It can be run from a thumb drive and thus is never technically
installed. When returning home from the business trip, then the log files can be copied to the main PC
and imported.

10.3.2 I have run Shortwave Log Light, but station lookups do not work. How is this resolved?
In the main logging program under the Utilities tab, create the seed file for Shortwave Log Light. Then
copy that file to the folder where Shortwave Log Light resides. The seed file contains program schedules
for lookup as well as radio and listening post information.

10.4 Radio Control Desktop
10.4.1 The radio I want to control is not listed. How do I get it added?
The best option is to interface the radio with Hamlib and it’s TCP/IP daemon. To get the radio supported
natively requires code to be written. It is extremely daunting and difficult to get a radio working without
physical access. Thus the radios that are natively supported are essentially limited to those that the
author owns, has owned, or has borrowed. If there is a very strong desire to not leverage Hamlib and to
have native support, please contact the author. And hopefully you will volunteer to loan your radio for
development!

10.4.2 The radio is listed, but there appears to be no support for memories. How are memories
accessed?
Generally, radio-based memories are not supported. A software approach has been taken where
memories are stored in the software and then can be used across a multitude of radios. This is
admittedly a short-cut that was taken to focus on other features than radio memories. Many modern
radios like SDRs do not have any native memory support, so having a software-based approach is
required for SDRs.
The focus for the Radio Control Desktop application is to integrate with the logging program and to work
with many radios. It rarely supports 100% of all the features of a radio. For a complete program, the
native software from the manufacturer or a comprehensive third-party control program is a better option.

10.5 Radio Control (API) Server
10.5.1 What is the point of this application? Why is it needed?
The Radio Control Desktop application is a traditional Windows application that was written 20 years ago
and has been kept current. The modern way of writing applications is via the web. One approach splits
the application into two parts: a front-end graphical interface and a back-end server. The back-end server
provides Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that the front-end calls.
The Web Control application is the new front-end. It makes API calls to the back-end API server. For
radios, the back-end is the Radio Control (API) Server.

10.5.2 How is the Radio Control (API) Server configured?
Configuration of the Radio Control (API) Server is via a JSON file. JSON is a modern way of storing data.
A sample JSON file is provided. The JSON file is passed to the application at runtime via the -c (for
configuration file) parameter. Editing and using the JSON file directly provides the most flexibility and
features; however, the main logging program has a quick wizard that will provide a simple setup without
the need for any manual configuration or editing.

10.5.3 What is a good editor for JSON files?
Notepad++ is excellent. Look into the JSON add-ons as they are of great assistance.
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10.5.4 Why is the name of the JSON file not fixed, like config.json?
The idea is to permit multiple instances of the Radio Control (API) Server on a single computer. The main
use case for this would be to have one server running a radio or radios for public use and a second
server for private use.

10.6 Web Control
10.6.1 I have setup Web Control, but I am getting timeout errors. How is this resolved?
The Web Control application is a front-end application. It communicates with two back-end servers, the
aforementioned Radio Control (API) Server and the man logging program. For full functionality, both
need to be running. Note that if the desire is to just control a radio or to just view or add logs, then only
the single, appropriate back-end server needs to be running. The errors that would display for the other
server are technically just messages and do not crash the web pages. So they can be ignored.

10.7 WiNRADiO RCSBridge Plug-In
10.7.1 How is the plug-in installed?
Copy the file rcsbridge.xrs to the plugins folder. Restart the WiNRADiO application. Then it will
appear under the plugins menu.

10.7.2 Does the plug-in need to be initialized each time the application is run?
Yes, as there is not an auto-start feature in the WiNRADiO XRS specification.

10.8 SDR# Plug-in Virtual Serial Port
10.8.1 How is the plug-in installed?
It is installed in the same manner as all other SDR# plug-ins. Copy the file to the same folder as the
SDR# executable and edit the plug-in config file.

10.8.2 What is the purpose of the plug-in?
It allows the Radio Control Desktop application or the Radio Control (API) Server application to connect to
and control a radio via SDR#. It does this by emulating an RS-232 serial port.

10.9 WSJT-X, JTDX, and GridTracker Integration
10.9.1 How does WSJT-X Integration Work?
The main SWLog program has a UDP server that can receive the broadcasts from WSJT-X. The default
port is 21689, so simply set WSJT-X to forward on that port. Then run the WSJT-X Monitoring form in
SWLog.

10.9.2 How does JTDX Integration Work?
Since JTDX is a fork of WSJT-X, the integration process is nearly identical.

10.9.3 How does it interface with GridTracker?
Both SWLog and GridTracker include UDP Relay Clients. Simply set WSJT-X to forward to one program
and then the relay to send the packets to the other. It technically does not matter which program receives
the packets first.

10.9.4 How is the functionality compared to GridTracker?
The form in SWLog is quite streamlined compared to GridTracker. SWLog is focused on the stations
calling CQ and information about the current QSO along with a list of previous QSOs.
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10.9.5 Is the UDP Server integration required?
No. SWLog simply has features that can be utilized or not. SWLog can be configured to have no
integration whatsoever with WSJT-X if desired.

10.9.6 How are logs imported from WSJT-X to SWLog?
If the UDP Server is enabled and packets are being forward to SWLog, either directly from WSJT-X or
being relayed from GridTracker, SWLog will automatically receive the QSO in a UDP packet and log it.
Note that having integration with ClubLog, QRZ, or HamQTH is highly useful in filling out the blanks when
the log comes in (e.g. name, city, state, &c.).
Alternatively, the ADIF file from WSJT-X can simply be imported. Note that the ADIF import functionality
will not create duplicate logs. Your author will all too often forget to have SWLog running or have the
UDP server disabled for testing when he logs a QSO on WSJT-X. That’s OK, as importing the ADIF file
will skip over all the existing (i.e. duplicate) logs and only add new QSOs.

10.10 N1MM+ Integration
10.10.1

How does integration with N1MM+ work?

Much like WSJT-X integration can be over UDP packets or manually with an ADIF import. If using the
UDP Server, configure N1MM+ to forward packets over UDP port 21689. (Obviously, unless the default
port has been changed.)
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11 Advanced Topics (TD/LR)
This entire section can be regarded as a TL/DR; section. Feel free to skip all of this minutia!

11.1 Using the VOACAP Propagation Engine
SWLog has a built-in propagation engine that is based upon the MicroMUF-84 code base. While the
algorithm is indeed from 1984, it still provides a decent level of prediction accuracy. Plus it is quite fast.
In addition to using MicroMUF-84, the MUF/LUF Propagation form can also use the very advanced
VOACAP engine.
VOACAP (Voice of America Coverage Analysis Program) is not provided with SWLog. VOACAP must be
downloaded and installed separately from the following links:
https://www.voacap.com
http://www.greg-hand.com/hfwin32.html
Note that VOACAP must be installed in its default folder of C:\itshfbc. Once VOACAP has been
installed, it will be detected and used by SWLog. VOACAP can then be run on its own as well, although
hopefully one can argue that it is far easier to use from within SWLog than with its native interface!

Figure 18 - The native interface of VOACAP.

11.2 Cleaning (Editing) Shortwave Frequency/Station Records
This section is most likely the most tedious of all topics. The station and location information in most of
the external databases (e.g. ADDX, AOKI, HFCC, ILGRadio, EiBi, &c.) call stations and locations by
different names. For example, the VOA may be called VOA, Voice of America, or even the US Agency
for Global Media.
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The Logbook/Data/Clean Frequency Records form provides a facility to resolve the issue of multiple
names, spellings, and such. Of course, the correct answer is to get the authors of all of the external
databases programs to use common spellings!
Shortwave (and Utility or Broadcast) logs are not stored flatly in the underlying database. Rather, the
frequency/station/location/power/country identifiers are stored separately. This allows all logs with the
same demographic information to share a single record.
Note: this example does include some SQL and raw data from the database to explain what and how the
clean form functions.
For example, the frequency record #130 spans 685 logs in your author's database, record #1436 spans
342 records, &c.

To get these results locally, the following SQL command can be executed:
SELECT FREQ_ID, COUNT(*) AS [Count]
FROM tblLogfile
GROUP BY FREQ_ID
ORDER BY 2 DESC, 1

To follow this example, IDs 130 and 1436 turn out to be Radio Australia and Radio Rebelde.

These stations names, locations, &c. look fine. But imagine if they were named R.Australia and
R.Rebelde or if they were misspelled. This is where the clean form comes into play. It lets the station
names, location names, powers, and country to be changed. However, it will be changed for all logs that
use that record. If Radio Australia is renamed, it'll affect all of those logs, for good or ill. Thus it is
strongly recommended to make a database backup!
There are several purposes for the clean form:
1. To fix the spelling of a station or location (e.g. make R.Australia into Radio Australia)
2. To alter the spelling of a station or location (e.g. make Shepparton to Shepparton, VIC)
3. To change the country. Quite often the transmitter location shows the country of the station, not
the transmitter (e.g. change the country for a BBC relay transmitter from United Kingdom to
Oman, Thailand, &c.)
4. To merge several records.
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Here is an example of possibly merging record. Here are three records for WEWN, where the only
difference is the power. If it is desired to collapse the records, what could be done is to rename ID #2997
to have the power be 250/500 then to merge IDs #3699 and #6460 into #2997. Then there would just be
one record. This is not strictly necessary. It is just an option provided by the clean form. Note that the
author generally uses the convention of using the lowest ID as the primary or master ID, then collapsing
the higher IDs into the lower ID.

A better example are these three records for Radio Marti. The first location has no comma, the second is
formatted properly, and the third has no space after the comma. Assuming the Unknown power is 250
kW (and it most likely is given this station), all three of these records can be collapsed into ID #11614.

How does this mess happen? It's the typical garbage-in, garbage-out scenario. For example, ILGRadio
(as of March 2021) doesn't use spaces before commas. Yet other program schedules do. SWLog
actually employs nearly 2000 edits of data while importing the schedules, but it is impossible to find, fix,
and standardize everything.
Again, none of this has to be done. If having the BBC written as BBC, BBCWS, BBC Worldservice, and
BBC World Service is OK, cool! If it isn't cool, then that is the purpose of the clean form. Or one could
lobby all of the individual schedule authors to standardize on names!
This is another example of a misspelling in the source schedules. Note the spellings of the location. A
little research shows that it should be spelled Donebach. In this case, #3786 is correct from the
perspective of the Location.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sender_Donebach

11.3 Recommended Tools
The following tools are recommended to install for testing of interconnectivity for the Radio Control
Server, Web Control, and HamLib:
•
•

PuTTY (for testing serial or TCP/IP connections)
Postman or Insomnia (for testing API calls)
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Both the logging web server and the radio control web server have support for dynamic API
documentation by Swagger. Swagger provides the ability to test API calls if the option is enabled in the
configuration file. A dedicated API testing tool like Postman or Insomnia have the ability to save test
cases for repeated usage.

11.4 Integrated Logging with Third-Party Amateur Radio Applications
SWLog has the ability to receive network broadcasts from third-party amateur radio applications and then
log the QSO. Amateur radio is quite niche in that there are many programs tailor-made to specific tasks.
As the focus of SWLog is the database, this integration allows other applications to be used as front-ends
and to feed the QSOs into the centralized database.
There are two methods for integrating with third-party programs: ADIF and UDP. For both methods, once
the log is imported, the data elements can be retrieved from QRZ and ClubLog over the network plus the
FCC and Canadian Amateur databases if they are locally installed. Also possible is automatically
uploading the logs to QRZ, ClubLog, and eQSL.cc. Note that this integration must be enabled in the
Settings form.

11.4.1 ADIF Integration
ADIF is the time-tested method of importing and exporting logs. The process is rather straightforward:
1. Export logs from the application in ADIF format.
2. Import the logs into SWLog.
➢

If enabled, each log is validated against and/or uploaded to the aforementioned services.

11.4.2 UDP Integration
Amateur radio programs utilize the UDP protocol for broadcasting the QSO data across the network, even
if the network is just the local computer. SWLog provides a built-in UDP server. When a QSO is received
over the network, it is added to the logbook.
When SWLog was installed, firewall rules were created for the ports that are used by the suite by default
(ports 21685-21689). If the default ports are changed or if a third-party firewall is used, additional
configuration of the firewall may be necessary.
As with nearly everything with computers, there are many ways to perform the integration. This section
will walk through a straightforward integration with N1MM and a slightly more complex and interesting
way of configuring the integration with WSJT-X and GridTracker.
For everything to work, ensure that the UDP Logging Server is enabled in Settings.
11.4.2.1 N1MM Logger+ Integration
N1MM is a good example of a straightforward configuration where a front-end logger sends data to
another server. One interesting aspect is that N1MM does not send data in using the typical ADIF format.
Rather it uses a proprietary format. However, that is of no direct concern as SWLog can decode the
proprietary format.
Configuring N1MM to forward its logs to SWLog is quite straightforward. In the Settings form, under
Broadcast Data, enable the Contacts option to forward to UDP port 21689 or whatever the port was
changed to in the Settings form.
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Figure 19 - Set Contacts to forward to SWLog

11.4.2.2 Monitoring WSJT-X
SWLog has the capability of monitoring the current activity of WSJT-X. The following features are
available by forwarding the UDP packets from WSJT-X to SWLog.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Display the current station in the QSO
For the current station, displaying all previous QSOs in grid form and breaking down the QSOs by
band and mode
Displaying detailed information about the current station from QRZ, ClubLog, HamQTH, or the
locally stored FCC and Canadian Amateur databases
If a photo is available from QRZ or HamQTH, displaying it
Providing real-time propagation prediction and calculating the distance to the current station
Displaying all recent stations (for five minutes) calling CQ
For the stations calling CQ, indicating if there has been a previous QSO and, upon hovering,
displaying the previous QSOs
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Figure 20 - Monitoring WSJT-X

11.4.2.3 WSJT-X Integration with just SWLog
In the simplest term, settings WSJT-X to automatically post logs to SWLog is similar to configuring
N1MM. In this configuration, WSJT-X sends status, heartbeat, and log messages directly to SWLog. By
default SWLog listens on UDP port 21689; however this is configurable.

11.4.2.4

WSJT-X Integration with SWLog and GridTracker

11.4.2.4.1 WSJT-X Forwards to SWLog; SWLog forwards to GridTracker
Although SWLog only processes packets from WSJT-X with a mode type of 12 (i.e. a new log entry), it
has a built-in port forwarder that will send all received packets along to another program. While this
example shows GridTracker, it is applicable to all other applications.

WSJT-X

SWLog

GridTracker

Firstly configure WSJT-X or JTDX to send all of its packets to SWLog on UDP port 21689 (or whatever
port is chosen).
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Then in the Settings form, simply enable the forwarding of UDP messages into GridTracker.

11.4.2.4.2 WSJT-X Forwards to GridTracker; GridTracker forwards to SWLog
This reverses the previous option; the third-party application receives the UDP packets first, then
forwards them along to SWLog.
Since this option relies upon the third-party application forwarding packets, it is incumbent upon the thirdparty application to forward all packets. If the third-party application performs any filtering, it is possible
that SWLog will not receive the data it is expecting. (This is not to be FUD. It is just to help diagnose
issues if SWLog does not receive the packet to save the QSO.)

WSJT-X

GridTracker

SWLog
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Figure 21 - UDP forwarding in GridTracker

While this is specific to GridTracker, many other applications work in the same manner.
11.4.2.4.3 WSJT-X Forwards Logs to SWLog and Everything to GridTracker
In this scenario, status, message, and log packets are sent to GridTracker where only the log packets are
sent to SWLog. This effectively neuters the WSJT-X monitoring function in SWLog. So while workable,
this configuration is not recommended.

SWLog
WSJT-X
GridTracker
When adding GridTracker to WSJT-X, things become a bit more complex. Since there can only be one
server active per port, GridTracker and SWLog cannot share the same port. WSJT-X can be configured
to send data to GridTracker on its default port of 2237 and SWLog on 21689.
As this configuration is clearly marked as deprecated in WSJT-X, it may be removed in a subsequent
release of WSJT-X.
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Figure 22 - Using both UDP servers in WSJT-X

11.4.2.4.4 JTDX Integration
As JTDX is a fork of WSJT-X, it is essentially a drop-in replacement. In the REPORTING tab, configure
the following settings to forward packets to SWLog.

Figure 23 - Settings in JTDX

11.4.2.4.5 Other Configuration Options
These settings feature SWLog as the primary or secondary recipient of UDP packets. With the plethora
of options available, the number of configurations is massive. For example, GridTracker can be
configured to automatically upload to QRZ, ClubLog, eQSL.cc, and others. So GridTracker could be used
for sending the logs to the services instead of SWLog. Options!

11.4.3 Desktop Alerts
When a successful log is received over the UDP Logging Server, an alert will be displayed. It will show
the callsign and the logging application. This provides a visual indication that integration is working
properly. Do not fret! If the UDP functionality did not work, just export and import an ADIF file. For
WSJT-X, it saves all logs in ADIF format. So just import the file. No logs will be lost.
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Note that the toast notifications can be disabled via the Notification Settings options in Windows.
Alternatively, the notifications can also be made high priority!

11.5 Email Alerts
When an alert is generated, such as a new log coming in from the UDP server or a configurable alert from
WSJT-X / JDTX, in addition to displaying on the desktop, the alert can optionally be forwarded to an email
address. Many carriers provide and email-to-SMS gateway, so sending an email can result in an SMS
message being received. This can be useful for notification of a key country, US State, Canadian
province, or CQ/ITU Zone being received.
This works, but not perfectly. For example, Outlook imposes a throttle on outbound emails. The program
has been written to send all emails serially to have only one connection to the email server to get round
part of the throttling. However, sometimes emails will still be flagged as possible SPAM and are blocked
by the sender. While this example talks about Outlook, similar situations have been found with Yahoo!
And Gmail.
When a message is flagged as SPAM, it will not be sent. In testing, most of the issues resolve
themselves in a few minutes with sometimes an alert or email being sent to re-verify account information.
For a better delivery experience, using a dedicated email domain and a dedicated SMTP server is a
better option than using a public email system. In other words, best results will occur when a paid,
dedicated, email server and domain.
A good practice would be to only enable the forwarding of email alerts when the program is running
unattended. And only choose the minimum of alerts.
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11.6 QSL Card Generation
QSL cards can be generated either automatically or individually. If an email address exists for the QSO,
then the QSL card will be automatically sent. The importing of SWLog-specific QSL cards is automated
as the cards are automatically downloaded from an email mailbox. Outlook, Yahoo!, and Gmail have
been tested, although any SMTP- and IMAP-compliant email system should work.
Any graphic can be used for the QSL cards. Care should be given to the bottom 100 or so pixels as that
part of the image is reserved for the details about the QSO. In the Settings form, a test harness has been
created that will send a QSL for a random QSO to your mailbox so that the QSL card and the email
message can be proofed.

Figure 24 - An example of a QSL card

Note that if the automatic generation of QSL cards is enabled, it will send QSL cards not only on the
manual entry of a QSO, but also on every ADIF import or creation of a QSO from a UDP logging packet.
As this is a new feature, more stress-testing of bulk emails from an ADIF import is needed as the email
service may throttle the number of emails being sent. Thus the option to automatically send QSL cards
may not work properly if using a public email server. It may be necessary to utilize a private, commercialgrade email server that does not impose throttling. If there are issues, fallback to sending the cards
manually. See the QSL 1 tab in the Edit Amateur Radio form.

11.7 VarAC Integration
VarAC (VARA Chat) is a relatively new digital mode application. In its current state, as of April 2022, the
ADIF file that is created by VarAC flags each log as being of mode type VARA. That is fitting and proper;
however, VARA is not currently in the ADIF 3.1.2 specification.
Upon importing an ADIF file, the SWLog application will detect any logs of type VARA and issue a
warning. The data is not changed; however, it currently appears that several logging web sites like
ClubLog and eQSL.cc will not accept these logs with the, from their perspective, mode type of VARA.
Also is it important to ensure the VarAC application has the band properly set for each QSO. While the
ADIF file that is exported will contain the band if it is set, the ADIF export does not currently contain the
frequency. SWLog has been updated to insert the calling frequency for each VARA QSO based upon the
band. However, if the band is blank, SWLog will not be able to determine the correct frequency.
The hope is that things become easier in a new ADIF specification and future releases of VarAC.
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11.8 Network and Web
11.8.1 Network Representation
A full deployment of all components contain the following:
•

One SQL Server

•

Three Application Servers

•

o

Hamlib RIGCTLD (third-party)

o

RCSBridge

o

Logging Server

Three Web Servers
o

SWLog main program

o

Radio Control Server

o

Web Control Server

There is also technically a file server, where large files such as QSL cards and audio clips are stored.
These large files are not stored in the database for two reasons:
1. The free SQL Server Express has a size limit of 10 GB per database. While that is plenty for data
records, the limit could quickly be reached with sound recordings and images.
2. By putting audio files, QSL cards, and miscellaneous attachments on the local file system, these
files can be access from other programs such as a music player, picture editor, &c.
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Figure 25 - The various servers and their network ports.

The above diagram shows the suite of applications from a network perspective. The numbers denote the
default TCP ports used by each application. All of the port numbers can be changed if desired. Also the
ports that may be exposed to the Internet can be mapped to different ports with NAT rules in the
firewall/router.
Port
1433
4352
21685
21686
21687
21688
21689
(UDP)

Application
SQL Server
Hamlib
RCSBridge
SWLog main program
Radio Control Server
Web Control
Logging Server

Purpose
Database connectivity
Radio interface
WiNRADiO integration
APIs to add logs, get current transmissions
APIs to tune and control radios
A web front-end that calls the APIs for logs and radios
A logging server to interface with WSJT-X, N1MM, and other
amateur radio logging programs that support the ADIF or
N1MM formats.

11.8.2 Default Ports
The default web ports for the SWLog suite of applications starts at 21685 and extends upwards. These
are random ports and can be reassigned with the current exception of RCSBridge. 21,685 kHz was a
frequency of Radio Netherlands in the 1980s and 1990s. That's how the initial port was picked. We start
with a cool 13m frequency of Radio Netherlands and count up from there.
The default port of Microsoft SQL Server is 1433 and the default port for Hamlib is 4352. While those
ports too can be changed, the defaults are not altered for using the SWLog suite.

11.8.3 HTTPS/SSL/TLS
HTTPS can be used for any of the exposed ports. To use HTTPS, a valid certificate must be installed on
the computer. For a typical hobbyist use on a home network, a self-signed certificate can be created and
installed. The only downside would be adding a browser exception or clicking-through a "do you trust this
site?" warning. Adding and enabling HTTPS/SSL/TLS is beyond the scope of this document as doing so
is more of a Windows or Linux task than having to do with the applications.

11.9 Windows Firewall Rules
During the installation process, the following firewall rules will be created. If these are not desired, they
can be manually removed.
•

•

TCP Ports
o

1433 - SQL Server

o

4532 – Hamlib RIGCTLD

o

21685 - RCSBridge (plug-in for WiNRADiO)

o

21686 - SWLog main program

o

21687 - Radio Control Server

o

21688 - Web Control Server

UDP Ports
o

21689 - UDP Logging Server in the SWLog main program
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11.10 SWLog - Multiple Instances
A very common scenario is to have a main installation, like on a desktop PC that is also running SQL
Server, and to have just the applications on another computer, like a notebook. If SWLog is to be run
from multiple computers, it is advantageous to create two file shares - one for the applications and one for
the data. This example shows the data folder being shared as SWLog_Data, which can then be
accessed by other computers on the local network.

Why does SWLog store some data locally? Why not store everything in the database for simplicity?
Storing everything in the database would have an advantage of having everything centralized; however,
there are several issues with that approach. The major reason is that the free version of SQL Server,
SQL Server Express, limits the size of any database to 10 GB. That size could easily be reached if every
QSL card and every audio recording were added. Also adding large assets like QSL cards, audio clips,
&c. into the database would generally make it quite difficult to use any other application, like GIMP,
Audacity, or VLC, to access the media.

11.11 Enabling TCP/IP Access for SQL Server
By default SQL Server only allows access from the computer on which it is installed. To gain access from
other computers on the network, TCP/IP needs to be enabled. Several things need to be configured:
1.
2.
3.
4.

TCP/IP needs to be enabled.
Allow TCP/IP Port 1433 through the Windows firewall.
SQL accounts need to be enabled.
A SQL account for remote access needs to be created.

11.11.1.1 Official Microsoft Documentation
See https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/database-engine/configure-windows/configure-a-server-tolisten-on-a-specific-tcp-port?view=sql-server-ver15 for the official documentation.
11.11.1.2 Enable TCP/IP
1. Under the Microsoft SQL Server 2019 folder, start the Configuration Manager.
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2. Under the SQL Server Network Configuration setting, double-click on TCP/IP and then enable it.

3. Now TCP/IP is set to be enabled, but the TCP port needs to be set. SQL Server Express (but
none of the commercial variants) uses dynamic ports, meaning a random port is used. This is not
what SWLog expects. Dynamic ports need to be disabled and the standard TCP port for SQL
Server – 1433 – needs to be configured. To accomplish this, again double-click on the TCP/IP
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protocol and traverse to the IP Addresses tab. Scroll to the bottom of the tab to the IPAll section.
Ensure that TCP Dynamic Ports is set to zero (off) and the value for TCP Port is set to 1433.

4. For these changes to take effect, SQL Server needs to be restarted. This can be accomplished
by traversing to the SQL Server Services section of the tool and selecting the RESTART button.
Or one can just reboot the PC.

11.11.1.3 Enable SQL Accounts
As with not permitting connections from outside the same computer, by default SQL Server only permits
accounts with Windows Authentication. In order to access SQL Server from other computers on a home
network (i.e. assuming Active Directly is not being used), SQL accounts need to be enabled. SQL
accounts use a traditional account/password template.
SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) is needed to enable SQL accounts.
1. Launch SSMS.
2. Connect to the database. SSMS should automatically detect the server and instance name. If
using SQL Server Express (i.e. not a commercial version), the format will be
SERVERNAME\SQLEXPRESS.
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3. Right-click on the server name and select properties. Then select SQL Server and Windows
Authentication mode.

4. SQL Server must now be restarted. Again right-click on the server name. Then select Restart in
the context menu.
11.11.1.4 Create a SQL Account
Now a SQL Account needs to be created; however, since SWLog has not yet been run, there is no
database against which to create an account! Go the next step to start SWLog for the first time, then
come back.
Now that SWLog has been started, a new swlog database exists. Run the following SQL script to create
an SQL account. This account has read and write permissions. Absolutely change the account name
and password! This script is also included in the package as Create_SQL_SWUSER.sql.
--------

This script creates a login and user named swuser with read/write and
DDL admin privileges to the entire swlog database.
N.B. It is strongly recommended that the account name be changed;
it is beyond strongly recommended that the password be changed!
This script creates a login and user named swuser with read/write
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-- and DDL admin privileges to the entire swlog database.
-- N.B. It is strongly recommended that the account name be changed;
-it is beyond strongly recommended that the password be changed!
USE [master]
GO
CREATE LOGIN [swuser] WITH PASSWORD=N'good+dxing!',
DEFAULT_DATABASE=[swlog], CHECK_EXPIRATION=OFF, CHECK_POLICY=OFF
GO
USE [swlog]
GO
CREATE USER [swuser] FOR LOGIN [swuser] WITH DEFAULT_SCHEMA=[dbo]
GO
EXEC sp_addrolemember 'db_datareader', 'swuser'
GO
EXEC sp_addrolemember 'db_datawriter', 'swuser'
GO
EXEC sp_addrolemember 'db_ddladmin', 'swuser'
GO

Now a SQL account has been created. This account & password combination can now be used from
machines other than the machine that has SQL Server installed to connect to the database. This account
& password too can be used from the same machine that has SQL Server installed; however, it is not
strictly necessary as the default Windows Authentication with shared memory still works.
Note that this account & password can be used from any computer outside the home network too if TCP
port 1433 is opened in the fiber/cable router. While technically possible, this would be over a clear-text
connection that is not protected by SSL, so all traffic would be in the clear. A better option would be to
setup a local VPN and connect via that. Although it could be argued that shortwave and amateur logs are
not exactly sensitive data and are fine to be sent in clear text.

11.12 Radio Control
11.12.1

SDRRadio.Com

The SDR control program by Simon Brown is simply amazing. It is possible to integrate the Console
application to the Radio Control Server via a virtual serial port. Create two virtual serial ports and link
them together. For example, link COM30 to COM31. Assign COM31 in the Console application and
configure the Radio Control Server to use COM30.
N.B. Software to create a virtual serial port, such as vspMgr, Eltima, or com0com, is required.
In this example:
•

A pair of virtual serial ports (COM30 and COM31) are created and bound together. This uses
vspMgr; other programs are similar.

•

SDR Console is bound to COM31.

•

The Radio Control Server is configured to communicate over COM30.
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Figure 26 – A Virutal COM Port that links COM30 and COM31

Figure 27 - The settings screen in SDRConsole that binds it to COM31
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Figure 28 - Controlling SDR Console with the Radio Control Server set to COM30

11.12.2

RCSBridge for WiNRADiO

The WiNRADiO applications provide a plug-in interface to extend functionality. RCSBridge provides the
ability to allow for remote control. It technically provides a TELNET interface to a series of commands
which then control the radio.
In the package, find the RCSbridge folder and the rcsbridge.xrs plug-in. Copy this file to the plugins
folder where the WiNRADiO software is installed. Upon starting the WiNRADiO application, traverse the
menu to Plugins/General Purpose. There the RCSBridge plug-in will be displayed. It will need to be
started (clicked on) each time.
RCSBridge uses TCP port 21685. It cannot at this time be altered. Thus only one WiNRADiO computer
per computer can be currently controlled. This is on the TODO list to be improved in the future, but it is
admittedly low priority.
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Figure 29 - A sample of the commands provided by RCSBridge

The following commands are supported by RCSBridge. Usage of the PuTTY program is highly
recommended. To issue a command, terminate each call with a carriage return (CR).
HELP
QUIT
GET ACTIVE CONNECTIONS
GET AGC
GET ATTEN
GET BANDWIDTH
GET FREQ
GET FREQUENCY (same as GET FREQ)
GET IF SHIFT
GET IF SHIFT MAXIMUM
GET MODE
GET MUTE
GET POWER
GET RECEIVER
GET SERIAL NUMBER
GET SMETER
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GET VERSION
GET VOLUME
GET VOLUME MAXIUMUM
SET BANDWIDTH [Hz]
SET FREQ [Hz]
SET FREQUENCY [Hz] (same as SET FREQ)
SET IF SHIFT [Hz]
SET MODE [AM, AMS, CW, DSB, FMN, FMW, ISB, LSB, USB, FMM, DSB, DRM, ISB, FM3,
FM6, AMN, FSK, SAM, DAB, PM, AMSU, AMSL, APCO, UDM] (not every mode is

supported by every model)

SET MUTE [0, 1]
SET VOLUME [0-maximum_volume_level]

11.12.3

Native Radio Support

The previous version of the Radio Control Server (i.e. the version from 8-15 years ago) supported a
decent amount of radios directly (i.e. the code for the serial port protocols was written by the author).
Several of these interfaces have been ported, and it is planned to add more. These natively supported
radios generally provide some additional features or functionality than the Hamlib drivers or they support
a radio that is not supported by Hamlib (e.g. Lowe HF-250/HF-250E).
While almost all radios are supported via Hamlib integration, the radios that also have native drivers
include:
•

Lowe HF-250/HF250E

•

Icom CIV-based radios like the IC-RC75

•

Icom PCR-based radios such as the IC-PCR100/PCR1000/PCR1500/PCR2500

•

Malahit SDR

•

SDR-Console

•

SDR#

•

Ten-Tec RX-320/RX-320D

•

Yaesu FT-857 and Yaesu-FT897

Thus it is possible for some radios (e.g. Icom, Ten-Tec, or Yaesu) to be able to be controlled both by the
native drivers or via Hamlib. Use whichever works better.

11.13 Hamlib
Both the Radio Control Desktop and the Radio Control API Server support integration with Hamlib via its
rigcld utility.
Hamlib support is available via the rigctld TCP interface. The Radio Control Server talks to Hamlib over
TCP, and Hamlib then controls the radio via a serial port or USB. Hamlib is not distributed with SWLog.
Download and install the latest version. Take note of how to find the ID of the radio in Hamlib and how to
start rigctld.
The Hamlib library and its associated documentation can be downloaded from https://hamlib.github.io.
The current, stable release should be used.
This is not even close to all of the available options for rigcltd, but these are the basic commands and
formats to get it up and running.
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To find the ID for a particular radio:
rigctld --list

This starts an Icom IC-R75 (ID 339) over COM4 at 19,000 baud:
rigctld -r COM4 -m 339 -vv -s=19200

This starts an Icom IC-PCR1000 (ID 401) on COM4. No baud rate is necessary as the ICPCR1000 only has one option:
rigctld -r COM4 -m 401 -vv

This starts a Ten-Tec RX-320D (ID 1603) on COM4 at 1200 baud:
rigctld -r COM4 -m 1603 -vv -s=1200

Once the rigctld daemon has been started, it can be tested. Unless changed, the default TCP port of
4532 is used. Open a TELNET connection to port 4532 and try some of the following commands. N.B.
these commands are case-sensitive.
To set a frequency, ensure that the desired frequency is in Hz:
set_freq 10000000
set_freq 970000

To set the mode:
set_mode AM
set_mode USB
set_mode LSB

Full documentation is provided with Hamlib; however, it can be assumed that most shortwave or amateur
radios will support AM. USB, and LSB for testing purposes. Note that Hamlib might start a radio with no
volume. So if no sound is heard, it may be necessary to set the volume manually.

11.14 Omni-Rig
Both the Radio Control Desktop and the Radio Control API Server support integration with Omni-Rig,
although there is a twist with the web-based API server.

11.15 Radio Control Desktop
Nothing special is required to have the Radio Control Desktop application connect to Omni-Rig.

11.16 Radio Control – Web Access
Omni-Rig uses the Windows COM (Component Object Model) interface, which was defined in 1993. The
COM interface is platform-specific, and Omin-Rig is 32-bits whereas the API server is 64-bits. So a
translation layer is necessary.
The translation is named RadioControlDesktop.Shim. It’s connects to Omni-Rig using COM and provides
a simple TELNET interface. The 64-bit API server then proxies its calls to Omni-Rig through the shim.
TCP port 21690 is used.
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The shim is only necessary if using Omni-Rig with the web front-end. It is not necessary when using the
Radio Control Desktop application.

11.17 Radio Control Server API
11.17.1

Calling the APIs

While the applications of the SWLog suite use the APIs, any application can call the APIs. That's the
reason the API servers exist. The APIs are documented with a tool called Swagger; the documentation is
viewed by traversing to the URL for the application.
The simplest way to call the APIs is to use CURL. The full CURL command is provided in the Swagger
TryItOut feature. For example, this call uses CURL to tune the virtual server to 970 kHz.
curl -X PUT "http://localhost:21687/api/v1/Virtual/SetFrequency" -H "accept: */*" -H
"Content-Type: application/json" -d "{\"radioId\":0,\"frequency\":0}"

This concept can be expanded to putting many lines together to automate a task. This example uses a
few CURL statements to sweep from 530 kHz to 600 kHz on a Ten-Tec RX-320 also setting the filter to
5400 Hz. (This is admittedly a bit too long; however, it does show how CURL works.)
curl -X PUT
"http://pi302.local:21686/api/v1/TenTecRX320/SetFrequencyModeFilter" -H
"accept: */*" -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
"{\"radioId\":102,\"frequency\":530000,\"mode\":\"AM\",\"filter\":\"HZ5400\"}"
curl -X PUT
"http://pi302.local:21686/api/v1/TenTecRX320/SetFrequencyModeFilter" -H
"accept: */*" -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
"{\"radioId\":102,\"frequency\":540000,\"mode\":\"AM\",\"filter\":\"HZ5400\"}"
curl -X PUT
"http://pi302.local:21686/api/v1/TenTecRX320/SetFrequencyModeFilter" -H
"accept: */*" -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
"{\"radioId\":102,\"frequency\":550000,\"mode\":\"AM\",\"filter\":\"HZ5400\"}"
curl -X PUT
"http://pi302.local:21686/api/v1/TenTecRX320/SetFrequencyModeFilter" -H
"accept: */*" -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
"{\"radioId\":102,\"frequency\":560000,\"mode\":\"AM\",\"filter\":\"HZ5400\"}"
curl -X PUT
"http://pi302.local:21686/api/v1/TenTecRX320/SetFrequencyModeFilter" -H
"accept: */*" -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
"{\"radioId\":102,\"frequency\":570000,\"mode\":\"AM\",\"filter\":\"HZ5400\"}"
curl -X PUT
"http://pi302.local:21686/api/v1/TenTecRX320/SetFrequencyModeFilter" -H
"accept: */*" -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
"{\"radioId\":102,\"frequency\":580000,\"mode\":\"AM\",\"filter\":\"HZ5400\"}"
curl -X PUT
"http://pi302.local:21686/api/v1/TenTecRX320/SetFrequencyModeFilter" -H
"accept: */*" -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
"{\"radioId\":102,\"frequency\":590000,\"mode\":\"AM\",\"filter\":\"HZ5400\"}"
curl -X PUT
"http://pi302.local:21686/api/v1/TenTecRX320/SetFrequencyModeFilter" -H
"accept: */*" -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
"{\"radioId\":102,\"frequency\":600000,\"mode\":\"AM\",\"filter\":\"HZ5400\"}"
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Any API can be called this way. While CURL is simple, the functionality of the APIs extends far beyond
just setting a frequency. The Swagger documentation shows all of the available API calls; the features
and functionality vary from radio to radio. For example, the native driver for the Ten-Tec RX-320 contains
the following API calls:
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11.17.2

Secure API Calls

Both API servers - the one built into SWLog and the separate Radio Control Server have the ability to
secure the API calls with a shared secret. However, it should be noted that neither API Server should be
directly exposed to the Internet and should reside behind the firewall/router. So the need to add this extra
layer of protection should not be strictly necessary; however, APIs can never be too secure. So the
feature exists.
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The typical configuration would be only to punch a hole in the firewall for the Web Control server. The
API servers and the SQL Server database would not be open to the Internet.
When evaluating security, one needs to access the risks. If the APIs were maliciously used, rogue
elements could control radios or add/edit/view log entries. The PII that is in these logs is already
available freely (e.g. an amateur radio operator's callsign, name, and address). But if anything sensitive
is added to the logs, it too would be exposed.
For the SWLog main application, the shared secret is entered in the Settings form. To create a strong
secret, a web site like https://passwordsgenerator.net is useful. Once a shared secret is enabled, each
API call must provide that secret in its Authorization header.

For the Radio Control Server application, the shared secret is provided in the configuration JSON file.
Otherwise it works exactly like in the SWLog main application. The shared secrets can (i.e. should) be
different as security folks like that.

Once a shared secret is set each client call must provide that secret. The client that would most typically
be used (unless you have written your own application) would be the Web Control application. The
shared secrets for communicating with the SWLog API and the Radio Control Server are set in the
appSettings.json file.
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11.18 Streaming Audio
When publishing a radio to the Interwebs, it is obviously necessary to stream the audio. The SWLog
suite of applications does not provide any support for streaming. A recommended solution is Rocket
Broadcaster and Rocket Streaming Audio Server; however, any application that provides a browserfriendly audio stream can be used. The JSON configuration file for the Radio Control Server includes an
option for the stream, so it is possible to have a different stream for each radio that is being published.

11.19 .NET Core and the Kestrel Web Server
The suite has three applications that use the Microsoft Kestrel web server: the SWLog main application,
Web Control, and the Radio Control Server. The Kestrel server is specifically made to be fast and
lightweight; however, the Kestrel server is so lightweight that it has little to no filtering or security. This is
not an issue for hobbyist usage on a home network. But should it be decided to expose any of the
applications to Internet, a more robust configuration should be considered.
Basically one would front Kestrel with IIS on Windows and Apache or Nginx on Linux. Under wither
operating system, the full-featured web server would sit on top of the applications. The full-featured web
server can also handle the SSL certificate for secure communication.
Setting this up is beyond the scope of this document. A plethora of information exists on the Interwebs.

11.20 SDR# Virtual Serial Port Plugin
11.20.1

Overview

The Virtual Serial Port Plugin for SDR# is designed to interface with the Radio Control application that is
part of the Shortwave and Amateur Log suite. This allows for the suite of applications to be seamlessly
integrated with SDR#, allowing for features like clicking on a frequency to tune, using the What's Playing
Now feature, and automatically transferring data from SDR# into the log.

11.20.2

Port Settings

When started the serial port will run at 57,600 bps N-8-1 as this is the setting used by the Radio Control
application.

11.20.3

Command Set

The commands accepted by this Virtual Serial Port are based upon the Kenwood TS-570 protocol with a
few tweaks. This is the same protocol that is utilized by another SDR application, SDR-Console. Each
command is terminated by a semi-colon. If a command is given with no arguments, then the value is
returned. For example, MD5; sets the radio to the AM mode. Just sending MD; will return the value of 5.
Some commands are extensions to the Kenwood protocol. For example, MD#; will set SDR# to RAW
mode as these modes are not supported in the original Kenwood command set. Additionally the SM;
command returns values from 0-255, inclusive, instead of 0-15 as specified in the Kenwood protocol.
This not only provides for a higher degree of granularity, it also is compatible with how SWLog/RCS works
for other radios.
AI0;
FA;
FA00000970000;
FA00007335000;
FW5500;
IF;
MD1;
MD2;
MD3;
MD4;
MD5;

Return data in the IF format
Get frequency
Set to 970 kHz
Set to 7.335 MHz
Set filter to 5.5 kHz
Return data in the IF format
Mode LSB
Mode USB
Mode CW
Mode NFM
Mode AM
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MD6;
MD9;
MD@;
MD#;
SM;

Mode WFM
Mode WFM
Mode DSB
Mode RAW
Get S-Meter value (returns 0-255)

To utilize this application, a program to create and pair virtual serial ports is required. Some of these
applications are Eltima, K5FR VSP Manager, and com0com.

11.20.4

Installation

To install the plugin:
1. Copy the SDRSharp.Plugin.VirtualSerialPort.dll file to the SDR# Plugins folder.
2. Edit the Plugins.xml file and add the following:
<add key="SWLog Virtual Serial Port"
value="SDRSharp.VirtualSerialPort.VirtualSerialPortPlugin,SDRSharp.VirtualSeria
lPort" />

11.20.5

Usage

11.20.5.1 Paired Virtual Serial Ports
A virtual serial port needs to be created. In this example, the Radio Control or Radio Control Server
applications connect to COM40. SDR# with the plug-in connects to COM41.

Figure 30 - A set of paired virtual serial ports with COM40 and COM41.

11.20.5.2 Plug-In Configuration
In this example, the SWLog Virtual Serial Port Plug-in is connected to COM41.
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11.20.5.3 Radio Control Configuration
In this example, the Radio Control program is configured to connect to the plug-in on COM40. The Radio
Control program will automatically choose 57,600 bps N-8-1.
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11.20.5.4 Radio Control Server Configuration
This simply parallels how the Radio Control application is configured. Since the Radio Control Server is a
back-end, headless program, it is configured via a JSON file. This is the pertinent section of the JSON
file. See the sample JSON file named radioServer01.json.
{
"Code": "SDRSharp_SerialPortPlugin",
"SerialPort": "COM40",
"Description": "Control of an SDR via the SDR# program and the SWLog
Virtual Serial Port Plug-in",
"AudioStreamURL": "http://localhost:8000/stream07"
},

12 Linux
Get yourself a bottle of whiskey, for you are going to need it!
The main purpose is to be able to run the Radio Control Server and the Web Control server on a
Raspberry Pi or a fully-featured X64 version of Linux. The Raspberry Pi, especially the Raspberry Pi 2
Zero W, is a wonderful configuration that provides a low-power, 24/7 radio server.
N.B. These applications should work on any linux-arm or linux-x64 distribution. They have only been
tested against Raspberry Pi OS and Ubuntu. All examples will use the Debian-based commands that are
also used by Raspberry Pi OS and Ubuntu.
Only limited support can be provided for Linux. This is very much a DIY endeavor.
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12.1 Applications Supported under Linux
Application
SWLog Main Application
Shortwave Log Light
Radio Control Server
Web Control Server

How it Runs under Linux
Not supported under Linux
May possibly work under Linux with Wine; not officially
supported. Bonne chance!
Purposely built to run on a Raspberry Pi, so linux-arm;
however, it also runs under linux-x64
Purposely built to run on a Raspberry Pi, so linux-arm;
however, it also runs under linux-x64

12.2 Windows Needed for Full Functionality
Only the Radio Control Server and the Web Control Server run natively under Linux. These two
applications will allow for radios to be remotely controlled. The Web Control Server also has the ability to
add new logs, view logs, and show shortwave schedules. In order for these logging-related features to
work, the Web Control Server calls back to the main SWLog program, which only runs under Windows.
Radio control only functionality can be performed for a 100% Linux setup. But the logging program and
the SQL Server database are needed for the logging features.

12.3 SQL Server
It is possible to run SQL Server under Linux or in a Docker container; however, both of these scenarios
are beyond the scope of this document. A Linux client can connect to SQL Server on Windows.
However, SQL Server can be installed on Linux. See the following for guidelines.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/linux/sql-server-linux-setup?view=sql-server-ver15
N.B. Running SQL Server under Linux will generally require the use of SQL accounts vs Windows
Integrated Security. Use the Check Database utility to manually tweak the connection string for the
SWLog application. Wine will need to be used. Follow all of the instructions below first before trying to
run anything under Wine.
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12.4 Wine
Wine has been tested against the Windows-only components of the suite of applications; however, the
results are unstable and are neither recommended nor supported.

12.5 Installing Linux Packages
12.5.1 Common Setup
All versions of Linux (e.g. Raspberry OS or Ubuntu for x64) need to have the following packages
installed:
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo

apt
apt
apt
apt
apt

install
install
install
install
install

ttf-mscorefonts-installer
libc6-dev
libgdiplus
fontconfig (or font-config)
dos2unix

12.6 Setup for Radio Control Server
Ensure that the common setup routine from above has been performed. The only other step is to install
the Segment14.otf LED font. Copy the font to somewhere under /usr/share/fonts/opentype and refresh
the font cache.
sudo mkdir /usr/share/fonts/opentype
sudo cp ~/Segment14.otf /usr/share/fonts/opentype/ (or wherever the font is installed)
sudo fc-cache -fv
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12.7 Setup for Web Control
Nothing special needs to be done from a system perspective. To run Web Control, simply traverse to the
folder and run the WebControl.Server application. Of course configuration does need to occur.
Configuration is handled in the appSettings.json file.
This is an example of Web Control running on a Raspberry Pi, configured to run on port 21688.

12.8 Script to Start Both Applications
The goRadioControlServer.sh script will start both the Radio Control Server and the Web Control
application. Note that the script might need to have its line terminators fixed. If an error occurs, run the
command dos2unix goRadioControlServer.sh.

13 Radio Control and Web Access on a Raspberry Pi
This is a walkthrough to setting up a Raspberry Pi as a server to control radios and to provide a web
interface for adding and viewing logs. The following models have been tested:
•
•
•

Raspberry Pi 2 Zero W (512 kB RAM)
Raspberry Pi 3
Raspberry Pi 4 (4GB RAM)

The CPU in the Raspberry Pi 2 Zero W is roughly equivalent in processing power to the Raspberry Pi 3.
Thus the general recommendation would be to use a model of the Raspberry Pi equal to or more
powerful than the Raspberry Pi 3.
This walkthrough assumes familiarity with the Raspberry Pi and the Raspberry OS. It will be assumed
that the Pi will be configured for headless operation (i.e. no keyboard, mouse, or monitor), so an SSH
terminal will be needed.
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Figure 31 - The Raspberry Pi 2 Zero W

13.1 Additional Hardware
13.1.1 Serial Port
Any USB-to-Serial adapter that is compatible with Raspberry OS and provides a device like /dev/ttyUSB0
will work. Be sure to use a name brand as the fly-by-night Chinese clones can be problematic. The Tripp
Lite Keyspan USA-19HS-C model is the crème-de-la-crème and can be found on Amazon.
Once the USB-to-Serial adapter has been installed, its connection can be verified via the lsusb
command. (Foreshadowing – note the USB audio adapter too.)

If familiar with the Hamlib library or if a native application exists for the radio, test the connectivity of the
serial port. If simple tasks like tuning or setting the mode work, then proceed.

13.1.2 Sound Card
The Raspberry Pi 4 has an audio out jack, but has no direct means to input audio. Thus a USB audio
card is needed. High-end USB sound cards can be used, but the Raspberry Pi works quite well with the
inexpensive Sabrent USB External Stereo Sound Adapter, which too can be found on Amazon. Its
connectivity too can be tested via the lsusb command; look for the C-Media Electronics name.
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Figure 32 - The Sabrent USB Sound Adapter. It's quite small and works on the Raspberry Pi with no additional
drivers.

Figure 33 - Showing both the sound card and the USB-to-serial adapter

13.1.3 Accessories for the Raspberry Pi 2 Zero W
The Raspberry Pi 2 Zero W (introduced in November 2021; there may now be even newer models) is
quite interesting as it is very compact and has ample power to control several radios plus provide a webbased interface for controlling the radios and adding and viewing logs.
Being that the Raspberry Pi 2 Zero W is quite small is it is only wireless, the initial setup typically requires
a local console connection to perform the initial configuration. These are a few accessories that can
make the initial setup and subsequent running of a sound card a bit easier.
13.1.3.1 USB Hub
While the full-sized Raspberry Pi computers have several USB ports, the small form-factor Raspberry Pi 2
Zero W is quite compact, coming with two micro-USB ports. As one of the micro-USB ports is reserved
for the power supply, that leaves only one micro-USB port for everything else. Since it is necessary to
start the installation and configuration of Raspberry Pi OS with a locally attached keyboard, it may be
necessary to use a small micro-USB based hub. This will provide regular USB type A ports for a
keyboard for the initial installation plus, when fully running, a USB type A port for the external sound card
and the USB-to-Serial port adapter or traditional USB connection to the radio.
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13.1.3.2 1m USB Extension Cable
As the Sabrent USB sound card is just a bit larger than a small USB memory stick, given that an audio
cable will be plugged into it, plugging the sound card directly into the USB hub may prove a bit awkward.
A small 1m USB extension cable can provide some slack for the wiring. (Your friendly author stumbled
across these wonderful extension cables when fidgeting with Funcube and RTL-SDR dongles.)
13.1.3.3 Mini HDMI to HDMI Adapter
Mini HDMI is an odd-sized format as micro HDMI prevails in the dSLR and mirrorless camera market
whereas regular HDMI is the standard. Getting an adapter from mini HDMI to regular HDMI makes it
easy to plug-in the Raspberry Pi 2 Zero W into existing cabling for a monitor.

13.2 Initial Preparation
13.2.1 SD Card
As of the time of writing (November 2021), the cost of a Samsung EVO Select 32GB microSDHC card is
under $8.00. While smaller cards can certainly be used and while nowhere near 32GB is needed, this
nonetheless appears to be the current sweet spot.

13.2.2 Raspberry Pi OS
The Radio Control Server and the Web Control Server are built for any linux-arm distribution; however, all
development and testing has only been conducted against the official Raspberry Pi OS.
•

Install the latest version of Raspberry Pi OS. Raspberry Pi OS Lite is all that is necessary as
there is no need to have a UI running or taking up the resources on the Pi.

•

Follow the various sources in the Interwebs to expand the disk partition, setup SSH, &c.

•

Ensure that the OS is fully patched and up-do-date.
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo

apt-get
apt-get
apt-get
apt-get

update
upgrade -y
dist-upgrade -y
autoremove -y

•

Install the packages mentioned previously in the Linux Common Setup section.

•

Ensure that the computer name of the Raspberry Pi is set to something that will be easy to
remember.
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•

Configure the wireless Ethernet settings or the wired Ethernet settings. It is recommended to
either use a static IP address or a DHCP lease reservation so that the IP does not change. This
will allow the URL to be in the format of http://192.168.1.230:port or whatever, allowing either the
machine name or the actual IP address to be used.

•

Ensure that SSH is enabled for remote access.

•

Optionally configure Samba. If configured, Samba will allow files to be easily copied from a PC to
the Raspberry Pi.

13.2.3 Linux X64
•

Although counterintuitive, it may be prudent to disable the Linux firewall. This will ensure that one
does not have to fight firewall rules (or learn how to implement them). The firewall can be
reenabled after everything has been setup and is working. Also note that a home installation
typically has a master firewall/router that sits between the Pi and the Inter
sudo ufw disable

13.3 Compiling Hamlib
In order to compile Hamlib on a Raspberry Pi, libusb version 1.0.23 or later is necessary. At the time of
writing, 1.0.24 is the current version. This script will download, compile, and install libusb. This assumes
that a folder named ~/Scratch has already been created. This script also has only been tested under
Raspberry Pi OS Bullseye. As usual, it is highly recommended to update & upgrade all packages first
before doing any compiling.
sudo apt install build-essentials
sudo apt install libudev-dev
cd $HOME/Scratch
wget https://sourceforge.net/projects/libusb/files/libusb-1.0/libusb1.0.24/libusb-1.0.24.tar.bz2
tar -xf libusb-1.0.24.tar.bz2
cd libusb-1.0.24
./configure
make
sudo make install
sudo /sbin/ldconfig -v

Now that the prerequisites have been installed, follow the instructions on how to compile and install
Hamlib for Linux on the Hamlib page. See http://hamlib.sourceforge.net/html/hamlib-primer.7.html for
more details.
wget https://github.com/Hamlib/Hamlib/releases/download/4.4/hamlib-4.4.tar.gz
tar -xf hamlib-4.4.tar.gz
cd hamlib-4.4
./configure
make
sudo make install

This process should be quite similar for other variants of Linux.

13.4 Post-OS Installation
Once the operating system has been installed on any type of Raspberry Pi and SSH has been enabled
and configured, the keyboard and monitor can be disconnected.
•

Copy the linux-arm installation package from the Web Control site and extract its contents.
tar -xvzf ShortwaveAndAmateurRadioLog_buildnumber_linux-arm.gz
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•

If not already performed, install the Segment14.otf Open Type Font. (See the instructions above
in the Linux Common section.)

•

Connect the USB-to-Serial adapter and issue the dmesg | grep tty command to verify the
installation and to get the serial port. In this example, it is /dev/ttyUSB0.

•

Connect the USB sound card.

13.5 Installation and Configuration
For this walkthrough, the configuration files will be stored in the home folder, which would typically be
/home/pi.

13.5.1 Licensing
Copy the license file (email address + .lic extension) into the Radio Control Server folder. If there is no
license file, then the length of a session is limited to twenty minutes.

13.5.2 Radio Control Server
The application that physically controls the radios was designed to be flexible in that one instance of the
application can control multiple radios or several instances of the application can be run simultaneously to
control one to many radios. Being able to run multiple instances allows for a single server to control
multiple radios, but with one instance for public use via the Internet and a second instance (or even
more), running on a different TCP port, to be used for internal use, thus allowing for some radios to be
shared and some to remain private. However, given the tight amount of memory available on the
Raspberry Pi, this walkthrough will focus on a single server with multiple radios.
13.5.2.1 Settings File Configuration
In the Radio Control Server folder is a JSON file named radioServer01.json. Copy that file and edit it for
configuration. Detailed instructions are in the file. The key section is in configuring the radios, as can be
seen below. In the below section, two real radios and one virtual (i.e. demo) radio are configured. Edit
the sample file to reflect the specific radios. (N.B. Notepad++ is an excellent tool with which to edit JSON
files.)
•

A Ten-Tec RX-320D is configured on serial port #1. Note the audio stream. The name of the
server in this example is PI401. That would be replaced with the desired hostname (or localhost).

•

An Icom IC-PCR1000 is configured on serial port #2.
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•

A virtual radio is also configured as it's useful for testing. It is recommended to use the virtual
port until everything is setup. Then it can just be commented-out.
"Radios": [{
"Code": "TenTec_RX320",
"SerialPort": "/dev/ttyUSB0",
"Baud": 1200,
"Bits": 8,
"Parity": "None",
"StopBits": "One",
"EnableRTS": false,
"EnableDTR": false,
"Description": "One of the first DSP-based receivers. Made in
Tennessee!",
"AudioStreamURL": "http://pi401:8000/rx320d.mp3"
}, {
"Code": "Icom_PCR1000", // The speeds and parity aren't necessary
for the IC-PCR1000 as there are no options. It's hard-coded by Icom.
"SerialPort": "/dev/ttyUSB1",
"Description": "Includes the UT-106 module.",
"AudioStreamURL": "http://pi401:8001/pcr1000.mp3"
}, {
"Code": "Virtual",
"Description": "A simple loopback for testing. The audio stream is
from an Internet radio station.",
"AudioStreamURL": "https://stream.radioparadise.com/aac-32"
}
]

•

Note that this example currently uses native drivers for the radio (i.e. written by the author).
Given the stable and rich nature of the Hamlib library, its use is highly recommended. To
configure a radio to use the Hamlib TCP daemon, use a configuration like this:
{
"Code": "HamlibTCP",
"ServerName": "localhost",
"ServerPort": 4532,
"Description": "A connection over TCP to the Hamlib RIGCTLD server.",
"AudioStreamURL": "http://localhost:8000/stream07"
}

13.5.2.2 Testing
A sample BASH script named goBroadcast.sh is provided. This script will launch all of the necessary
applications to broadcast a radio for control and streaming audio; however, at this point in the setup, only
the Radio Control Server has been configured. To test just the Radio Control Server part, run the
following commands:
dos2unix ~/radioServer01.json
cd "~/SWLog8/Radio Control Server"
./RadioControlServer -c ~/radioServer01.json

The first command fixes and CR/LF issues in case that the JSON file had been edited on a Windows
machine. The next commands change into the folder that houses the Radio Control Server and runs it,
using the radioServer01.json file for configuration. As always, these are just suggested folder and file
names and locations.
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Unless it was changed in the configuration file, the Radio Control Server will run on port 21687. As part
of the program, there is a web-based interface to access the APIs. This interface is called Swagger, and
it can be accessed by using a web browser at the following address:
http://machinename:21687

Each radio has a similar PUT method to set the frequency and sometimes the volume. The Swagger UI
can be used to hand-enter the values. In this example for the Ten-Tec RX-320D, the following call is
used to test setting the radio to a specific frequency and mode.

Regardless of the type of radio, the API can be used to hand-test the radio to ensure that it is properly
tuning, setting the mode, volume, &c. If the configuration file needs to bed tweaked, use CTRL-C to
terminate the process then edit the configuration file and test again. Once satisfied with the results, the
next step is to enable the web interface that will be presented to end users.

13.5.3 Web Control
Web Control is the web interface that controls the radio as well as optionally allowing for shortwave or
amateur logs to be viewed and entered. The configuration file for this application too is JSON-based and
is named appsettings.json. The sample JSON file is hopefully amply documented and thus will not be
repeated here. However, one item to note is access to log files. Currently the web front end allows for
logs to be viewed and added if a user has successfully logged in. While file for the owner of the radio,
this is lacking if the desire is to publish the radio to the general public. Added a security right to grant or
deny access to particular features is on the TODO list, but has not yet been implemented. So the best
way to prevent random Internet users from access ones logs is to simply edit the configuration file and set
the ShortaveLogBaseUrl value to an incorrect value, like http://0.0.0.0.
To test Web Control, copy the appsettings.json file to the same folder as the application and enter
./ShortwaveLogWeb

Note that the Radio Control Server should also be running otherwise the radio will not work. If it is
desired to have access to logs, then the main SWLog program should be running on a Windows server
on the network and its API server should be enabled and running.
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13.5.4 Streaming Audio
There are a myriad of options to stream audio on the Raspberry Pi or other Unix distribution. This section
covers using Icecast and Darkice, which work together to provide an MP3 stream. The software
combination can also produce an Ogg Vorbis stream, but it is not as compatible with browsers as the
MP3 stream.
To install the packages, issue the following commands:
sudo apt-get install darkice
sudo apt-get install icecast2

As Icecast and Darkice are third-party applications and are not part of the SWLog suite (plus other
options exist), this document will not detail how to setup and configure them as there are many resources
on the Internet. A very good walkthrough can be found here.
One tip is to keep the quality of the MP3 to a level commensurate with shortwave broadcasts. This also
significantly helps to reduce the load on the Raspberry Pi server. When configuring darkice, setting the
sample rate to 11025 Hz, the channel to 1 (i.e. mono), the bitrate mode to ABR (average bit rate), and the
bitrate to 64 kbps still produces a very listenable stream suitable for mono broadcasts with a typical
shortwave bandwidth of 5 kHz or so. It's simply not necessary to have the streams set for CD-quality
audio.

13.6 Preparing for Publication to the Internet
In order to publish the radio and audio stream to the Internet, port forwarding rules for the audio ports
(e.g. 8000) and the web front-end (i.e. 21688) need to be opened in the home router. Of course these
ports can be changed if desired via the configuration files. A Dynamic DNS (DDNS) service can be quite
useful to provide a domain name for users to enter into the browser. Note that the Linux firewall may be
reenabled and rules can be created to allow those ports in, providing additional protection.
A useful tool for publishing the radio and audio stream to the Internet is a DDNS (dynamic DNS) service.
The Linux utility ddclient can be installed on the Raspberry Pi to automatically update a DDNS service.
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13.7 Publishing
The goPublish.sh BASH script can be used as a template to start all of the processes with one
commend. The script most likely will need to be edited to reflect the local setup and configuration. Also it
is a good idea to run the dos2unix command on the script to fix CR/LF issues as the file actually was
written on Windows. This script will start all applications as background processes.

14 Technical Oddities
This is most likely the section that no one wants or asked for – even more technical details about the
program. This section contains quick bits about technical details that may be of some interest for lowlevel integrations. These items are in no particular order and are more or less presented as a stream of
consciousness.
❖ SWLog started out in 1988 as a MS-DOS application with the Paradox database engine. Given
the size limitations of the time, the frequency data was split off from the main logfile. This is the
origin of why, for shortwave and broadcast logs, the tblFrequency table is separate from the
tblLogFile table. Backwards compatibility!
❖ In another example of backwards compatibility, or just saying “screw it” instead of doing a
massive refactoring job, around 1990 SWLog was ported from MS-DOS to Windows as a
Microsoft Access application. This was never released; however, at the time it was the
convention to name views (queries) as qry and tables as tbl. These conventions are still in use
today, mostly, unless some third-party code doesn’t play nicely (e.g. the cache table for the
mapping engine).
❖ Almost all settings are stored in the tblCodeValues table. As all instances of SWLog share the
database and thus the settings in the code values table, machine-specific settings are stored in
the registry. An example of this would be how to connect to the database as this will typically
differ from computer to computer.
❖
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